Instructions: 
Italic font shows where you type your own answers. 
	By submitting this form you are confirming that you agree to each of the items listed. 
If you do not understand any item, please email your instructor. She will be glad to talk with you in person or by phone and plans to use those issues to determine the priority for additional information for you class

Last Name: Type Last Name. First Name: Type First Name   CRN: Type the Course CRN
Personal Responsibility Form for 5 Good Habits for Evidence  
Texas has a new standard for history teachers—and others—to use to help college students: personal responsibility. Following the 5 Good Habits for Evidence is a matter of personal responsibility, especially since not following some of these 5 Good Habits for Evidence can be a form of cheating. You may or may not already know these 5 habits, but you are the only one who can make this happen in your Comparisons. 

By submitting this paper, you are confirming that you recognize this responsibility. If you need help, contact your instructor. (I will be glad to help you.) By submitting this paper, you are confirming that you:
	

Used the link 5 Good Habits for Evidence- the Keys to Successful Critical Thinking—including doing each of the self-tests and examining the rubric and how the rubric determines the two separate grades for each Comparison.
	

Used the Syllabus for the issues listed in the instructions.


These standards are widespread, not specific to this course:
	

Understand WCJC’s policy on academic and personal integrity (including plagiarism)—and the consequences in this course.
	

Understand the course objectives that Texas and WCJC require the History Department to meet—and for you to meet.
	

Recognize that the standards used in the 5 Good Habits for Evidence are those covered in Hacker’s The Bedford Handbook.


The purpose of the Comparison Topics is: 
	

To meet the expectations of the institutions covered in 3, 4, and 5.
	

To help students learn history in a useful wa—as how things work.
	

To help students learn skills necessary for the workplace and for citizenship.



These Comparison Topics have consequences on grading:
	

You must do some of the Comparisons to be able to pass the course. You cannot pass just doing quizzes and exams. 
	

Writing grades are split in two parts and therefore accuracy is essential to make a good grade:
- The part of the grade for the Comparison itself
- The part of the grade for following all 5 of the Good Habits for Evidence, but with those points increasing with each Comparison (from 10 to 20 to 30 points)
	

The Good Habits for Evidence rubric has this weighting and therefore accuracy is essential to make a good grade:
	60% for Reading FOR Evidence

30% for Writing WITH Evidence
5% for Directions
5% for Mechanics
	

The instructor grades all papers on the same Comparison Topic at the same time and with the textbook opened to the pages for that Topic. She will be able to verify factual accuracy easily 


You must have evidence for what you say.
	

These Comparison Topics require citation (a specific page number)as a simple version of endnotes.
	

You must distinguish your opinion or your analysis from the facts or opinion or analysis of the author. 
	


	

Understand that you must use the words accurately from the textbook, such as slave, English servant, and African servant in US History I and segregation and discrimination in US History II.
	

Recognize that  the instructor provides through Blackboard each of these things and that you are required to use them:
	The specific Comparison Topics plus in the Requirements above those topics clarification of the content

The exact pages that you must read for the possible Comparison Topics 
	The primaries required for some Comparison Topics
	A preformatted file that must be used.

	

Recognize that you must answer all parts of the topic using facts applicable to that topic.
	

Recognize that you must proof your work before you write and again before submission for each of these areas:
	Confirm general words are used accurately and that historical terms are also used accurately.

Verify the factual accuracy of each statement in your Comparison.
	Distinguish clearly your opinions (or even analysis) from the author’s source.
Check letter-by-letter to confirm no “half-copy” plagiarism or “patchwriting.”
	Check letter-by letter the accuracy of any words you quote from the source
	Check your citation to confirm that it does take the reader exactly to a single page of the source. 




Before you complete the Good Habits for Evidence Responsibility form below,
1. Use this link and its self-tests to introduce yourself to the basics of evidence and to find out what you know and don't know about the 5 Good Habits for Evidence. 

If you don’t know a vocabulary word about evidence, use the definitions provided below.
2. Look at the syllabus. Notice such things as:
	Course Objectives that the History Department is required to help you develop, such as how to "create an argument through the use of historical evidence."

WCJC's policy on Academic and Personal Integrity, including plagiarism
The instructor's Method of Instruction and how history provides not just useful information, but useful skills
The Course Evaluation and the % of the grade that is about writing in this course. (FYI:  All history instructors at WCJC are required to have a minimum of 25% of the course grade as writing.)
The Course Evaluation and how the writing grades are split in two parts:
- The part of the grade for the Comparison itself
- The part of the grade for following all 5 of the Good Habits for Evidence, but with those points increasing with each Comparison (from 10 to 20 to 30 points)
The rubric and the options that provides to let students with different skills at writing be able to have adequate grades
The information provided in Blackboard to insure your success
3. Then look at the Personal Responsibility Form for the 5 Good Habits for Evidence.
4. Complete it and submit it to Turnitin.
5. If you don't understand one of the responsibilities listed, be sure to email me in Messages which one (or ones) you need help with. I will be glad to help you individually by phone or face to face, but I also plan to let your emailed items be the first issues I provide information about. I have done this for face to face classes, but doing that is much more time consuming with online learners. 
Your emailing what you do not understand will help me help all of you.


